
Dixie State University 

English 2010: Intermediate Writing 

Fall 2013 

 

Instructor: Dr. Braden Lindstrom   Classroom: McDonald 208 

Office: HCC 422      

Office phone #: 879-4356 

Office hours: MWF Noon-1pm, Tuesdays 2pm-3pm, and by appointment 

E-mail: lindstrom@dixie.edu 

 

Inspiration 

 “A film is - or should be - more like music than like fiction. It should be a progression of moods 

 and feelings. The theme, what’s behind the emotion, the meaning, all that comes later.”  

Stanley  Kubrick, film director  

 

 “Every single art form is involved in film, in a way.”  

Sydney Pollack, film director 

 

 The definition of a good movie:  “Three great scenes and no bad scenes.”   

Howard Hawks, film director 

 

 The short story is the literary form best suited for film adaptation. 

  Alfred Hitchcock 

 

 “Writing about films is one of the most sophisticated ways to respond to them.”   

Timothy Corrigan, educator 

 

“Fiction reveals truths that reality obscures.”   

Jessamyn West, writer 

 

Course 

English 2010 “partially fulfills General Education English requirement.  Provides opportunities to analyze 

and write academic papers, including the research-supported essay, through writing and revising a number 

of essays.  Other activities, such as portfolios, library research, and tests may be used to help students 

improve their writing of advanced-level papers. Successful students will demonstrate competence in the 

use of standard written English, in analyzing texts, in correctly paraphrasing, summarizing and quoting 

source material, and in appropriately citing the work of others” (DSU Catalog).   

 

From instructor:  Welcome!  I’m excited to teach this course which will focus on writing about narrative 

films.  We will view multiple films this semester and write about films in a variety of ways.  This course 

promotes higher-level critical inquiry using the central tools of such inquiry—reading, thinking, writing, 

research, speaking, and listening.  The facility to manipulate these tools to analyze, interpret, synthesize, 

and critique is perhaps the major hallmark of a liberal education. 

 

Prerequisite 

A “C” or higher grade in English 1010 and Library 1010 (latter may be taken concurrently). 

  

Course Objectives   

WRITING  

 

     By the end of English 2010, students will be able to—   
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 Assess the relationship of writers to audience and purpose. 

 Understand the value of undertaking the writing process in stages, including planning, 

brainstorming, organizing, drafting, revising, and proofreading. 

 Carefully choose and restrict the subject, and create a precise thesis statement that will control the 

selection, arrangement, and presentation of material. 

 Use the thesis/purpose statement to control the selection, arrangement, and presentation of support 

material. 

 Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of repeated key words, 

pronouns, synonyms, topic sentences, transitions, and parallel structure. 

 Know and use organizational and developmental strategies necessary to write individual 

paragraphs and the paper as a whole. 

 Compose introductory paragraphs that attract the reader’s attention, introduce the subject, state the 

thesis, suggest a plan of development, and set the tone. 

 Produce conclusion paragraphs that draw on a variety of techniques that bring the discussion to an 

end, and when necessary restate the thesis or summarize key points.   

 Organize and connect ideas and information in logical and meaningful order. 

 Develop the thesis throughout paragraphs that contain topic sentences, offer adequate supporting 

detail, and are joined by appropriate transitions. 

 Understand the value and process of collaboration in the writing process. 

 Use concise and precise language. 

 Write essays with correct usage and punctuation. 

 Select words appropriate to their subject and audience, and recognize the need for precise 

expression. 

 Prefer the concrete to the abstract, the specific to the general, and use active and precise verbs.   

 Practice word economy, using only those words, phrases, and details that are apt and necessary. 

 Use multiple sentence structures for emphasis and variety.  

 Recognize and avoid logical fallacies, emotional arguments, and misleading ambiguities. 

 Recognize and avoid jargon. 

 Use relevant, convincing, and sufficient evidence and logic. 

 Recognize and avoid all forms of plagiarism. 

 

READING AND THINKING  

 

     By the end of English 2010, students will be able to—   

 

 Identify the writer’s thesis and purpose. 

 Understand the writer’s organizational strategies. 

 Recognize the writer’s tone, i.e., the author’s attitude toward subject and audience. 

 Assess the writer’s presentation of detail in support of the main idea. 

 Analyze the writer’s underlying assumptions and possible biases.   

 

RESEARCH AND SOURCE-SUPPORTED WRITING 

 

     By the end of English 2010, students will be able to—   

 

 Identify an information need and assess the appropriate resources. 

 Demonstrate competent use of the computerized catalog, periodical indexes, and the variety of 

electronic databases available for research. 

 Demonstrate the ability to paraphrase, summarize, and quote source material. 
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 Demonstrate the ability to use the MLA style of parenthetical documentation, bibliographic form, 

and research paper format. 

 Demonstrate the ability to synthesize research with their own ideas.   

 

Texts 

Bundled 

Looking at Movies, 4th edition (the major textbook, be sure to purchase the 4
th
 edition) 

Writing about Movies, 3
rd

 edition 

Looking at Movies DVD 

English 1010/2010 Research Paper Guide 

Feature-Length and Short Narrative Films and  

Class Handouts 

 

Materials 

Three-ring binder with paper for notes  

Highlighter and Planner 

 

Writing Requirements 

English 2010 requires students to write approximately 18 pages, 4500 words.  To achieve this you will be 

asked to write the following: 

 

 1.  The first page of an original screenplay 

2.  An analytical essay of mise-en-scène (French for “placing on a stage”) 

 3.  An essay providing a shot by shot analysis of a film segment 

4.  A research paper that not only critiques a film but considers its production and reception 

 

The day each project is introduced in class is marked in the “Course Schedule” with a *. 

 

You must complete the research paper to earn a final grade for this 

course. (see the following pages for a description of the paper)   

___________________________________________________________ 
 

English 2010: Research Paper 

 

WHAT 

  

Watch, study, reflect upon, and research one film that won an Academy Award (Oscar) for 

Best Picture.  To find winners go to page 521-3 in your textbook or go to   

 

 http://awardsdatabase.oscars.org/ampas_awards/BasicSearchInput.jsp 

 

then scroll down to “Best Picture” and hit enter.  You’ll find a list that goes all the way back to 

1927.  The winning films have an * next to the title.   

 In your previous two papers— mise en scène and shot by shot—you did a formal analysis, 

that is, you considered critically the film’s cinematic elements.  For this project, choose one of the 

following foci (page numbers refer to pages in Writing about Movies, 3
rd

 edition): 

 

 

http://awardsdatabase.oscars.org/ampas_awards/BasicSearchInput.jsp
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 Cultural Analysis, focus on 

   □ Socioeconomic (p. 52) 

   □ Gender (p. 55) 

   □ Race, Ethnicity, and National Origin (p. 58) 

   □ Sexual Orientation (p. 60) 

 

 □ Genre Study (p.62) 

 

 □ Historical Analysis (p. 75) 

 

Put a check mark √ in the box next to the focus you select.   

 

WHY 

 

A research paper is required of all Dixie State University English 2010 students.  Learning 

how to find and use information is a key to completing a college degree, success in a career, and 

an active, rewarding personal life.  This project will also give you insights into film that you may 

find surprising and thought provoking, as well as develop an even greater appreciation of film.  In 

1972 the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences honored Charlie Chaplin “for the 

incalculable effect he has had in making motion pictures the art form of this century” (italics 

mine).   

 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Write 10-15 pages. Your paper must be typed, double-spaced, 12 pt., Times New Roman 

font.  One-inch margins top, bottom, left, and right.  Please strictly follow this formatting.    

Support your ideas with 7-9 relevant and credible sources which may include a primary 

source such as an interview.  No less than 7 and no more than 9 sources.  As sources the paper 

must include 

 

 at least one published book (in print or electronic copy) 

 at least one scholarly journal article 

 at least one newspaper article 

 at least one magazine article 

 

Sources must be smoothly integrated and identified in-text in MLA style.  In addition, 

sources must be identified on a Works Cited page.  Include the film you are responding to on this 

page which will count as one of the 7-9 sources.   

Insert consecutive page numbers and your last name beginning on the first page of your 

actual paper, top right-hand corner.  For example: 

Jones 1 

 

On the first page, left-hand margin, type the following information:  

 

  Name 

  Research Paper 
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  Date 

  English 2010 

 

Then skip a line and center your title and use upper and lower case letters, for example: 

 

“Million Dollar Baby: A TKO Sports Drama”  

 

Use italics whenever you refer to the film’s title.  Your title should catch the attention of your 

reader and allude to your paper’s theme.   

Finally, your paper needs to have 

 a formal academic tone 

 clear topic sentences  

 working transitions between sections, paragraphs, and sentences 

 proper MLA documentation in-text and on a Work Cited page 

 

HOW 

 

First, continue to read and study the assigned textbook chapters.  In addition, read and 

study the sections on “Cultural Analysis,” Genre Study,” and “Historical Analysis” in Writing 

about Movies, then carefully choose a focus at this point or after you have chosen and watched the 

film you will write about.    

Second, watch more than one film before you make your choice.  Choose a film that 

interests you and has been written about.   

Third, set aside a significant amount of time to watch and study the film and as you do 

take notes on what you observe specifically in regard to your chosen focus.   

 Fourth, attend class, take notes, and complete all reading and writing assignments.   

Fifth, begin to outline and write your paper (more on organization later). 

Sixth, use sources to support your ideas. 

Seventh, complete your paper and share it with others for comment.  Then revise and 

submit your paper.   

 

In the introduction section 

 

 1.  A hook 

2.  Identify the film, the year it was released, and the filmmakers   

 3.  Lead into and identify the paper’s thesis/argument  

 

In the body section  

 

 4.  Support the thesis/argument.  Refer to the information on your focus in Writing about 

Movies.  Depending on your focus you might include in this section 

 

 A summary of the film’s story or a scene or scenes in the film. 

 Identify the language systems the film used, e.g. photography, mise en scene, 

editing, sound, and how they support your argument.  
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 A description of the era in which the story takes place and/or the day and age in 

which the film was released.   

 Discuss the film’s public reception in its day and trace its reception through  

  succeeding years.   

   

In the conclusion section  

   

9.  Finally, rather than “tell your readers what you have already told them,” write 

something more sophisticated, for example, 

 

 conclude with a final point, one the paper has been leading up to, the most 

important point of the paper 

 complicate your ideas, recognize and explain why it’s difficult to draw 

precise conclusions in the case of this film 

 conclude with your final impressions or point out what is lacking or is not 

successful  

 a combination of the above 

 

 

* Important Notes:  (1) You do not need to use section headings.  Write clear topic sentences 

that connect a previous section of the paper with a new section and the thesis to help your reader 

see what the paper will now discuss.  (2) Each part of the paper should include multiple 

paragraphs containing multiple sentences.   

 

___________________________________________________________ 
 
Peer Workshops 

These are opportunities to share your writing with peers and to receive constructive criticism in order to 

help you when revising your projects.  You will read your work aloud and then listen to your peers for their 

feedback.  You will receive credit for each of the following: 

 

 (1) showing up to class to help your classmates = 5 points 

 (2) having in hand a well-prepared draft of your project = 5 points 

 (3) having in hand multiple copies of your essay to share with your classmates (I will specify the  

exact number at a later date) = 5 points 

 

The days scheduled for peer workshops are underlined in the “Course Schedule.”  If you are absence on a 

peer workshop day you will lose these points.  Please be on time.   

 

Academic Honesty 

Your writing should be original.  I’m looking forward to hearing your voice in your writing.  For the 

research paper you may use the words and ideas of others but only in support of your thesis.  Just as you 

expect other people to give you credit for your words and ideas, you must give credit to others through 

identifying them in your paper and on a Works Cited page.  If you quote someone else’s words, use 

quotation marks and identify the person by name.  If you paraphrase someone else’s words, identify the 

person by name and clearly indicate where the paraphrase begins and where it ends.  We will discuss this at 

greater length in class.     
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If you do not give credit when borrowing others’ words and ideas, the penalties can be severe: 

 an “F” on the paper 

 an “F” for the course 

 suspension or expulsion from the college 

 

Please contact me when you have a question about how to give others credit.   

  

Writing Center 

Located on the fourth floor of the Holland Centennial Commons Building, room 421, the Writing Center 

offers tutorial help to all students assigned a writing project.  The Writing Center’s hours are as follows: 

 

        Monday through Thursday, 9am-8pm 

        Friday, 9am-5pm 

         

You can walk in and begin working with a tutor if s/he is not assisting another student at that moment, 

make an appointment to return at another time or call (435) 652-7629 to make an appointment.  When you 

visit the Writing Center bring a description of the writing project and a draft of the paper you wrote to meet 

the requirements of the project.  Tutors will assist you with the organization and content of a draft.  To 

derive the most benefit from the tutoring session please visit the Writing Center at least two days before a 

paper is due.  This will allow you time to revise.    

 

See also: http://dixiewritingcenter.com/  

 

I require that you take a draft of one of your papers and visit the Writing Center and work with a 

tutor.  You may go to the Writing Center for help on each of your papers.   

 

OWL - Online Writing Lab  

To help you with your writing, check out the useful Online Writing Lab web site:  

 

 http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/  

 

Disability Statement 

If you are a student with a physical or mental impairment, and if you would like to request 

accommodations, please contact the Disability Resource Center (652-7516) in room 201 of the Student 

Services Center.  The Disability Resource Center will determine your eligibility for services based upon 

complete professional documentation.  If you are deemed eligible, the Disability Resource Center will 

further evaluate the effectiveness of your accommodation requests and will authorize reasonable 

accommodations that are appropriate for your disability.    

 

Grading Part One 

Class work will include mini-opportunities (quizzes) on readings, peer workshops, and papers.  Anything 

read for class and anything said in class or written on the board may be included on a mini-opportunity, so 

it is important to take notes.  The lowest mini-opportunity score will be dropped.  This includes a zero for 

an opportunity missed.  Mini-opportunity dates are usually not announced in class.       

 

Course projects and their graded weights: 

 

 Mini-Opportunities……………………………………………… 10% 

 Peer Workshops ………………………………………………… 15% 

 Papers…………………………………………………………… 75% 

   

http://dixiewritingcenter.com/
http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/
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The final percentage earned translates to the following grades: 

 

 93-100% = A 

 90-92  = A- 

 87-89  = B+ 

 83-86  = B 

 80-82  = B- 

 77-79  = C+ 

 73-76  = C 

 70-72  = C- 

 67-69  = D+ 

 63-66  = D 

 60-62  = D- 

 59 & below = F 

 

Because grading has been so ingrained into us, many people go to school simply to get a grade, graduate, 

and start working.  This focus on grades subverts what Neil Postman and others believe: A school’s “real  

job is to focus on how to make a life, which is quite different from how to make a living.”  I believe a 

significant part of learning is developing and nurturing a genuine and critical interest in the subject matter.  

My goal is to nudge you down this path. 

 

Grading Part Two 

 This course does not include any extra credit projects save one (more on this later). 

 Projects are due at the beginning of class.  If you will be absent from class the day a project is 

due, please e-mail it to me as an attachment before class starts that day, or drop it off at my office 

before class starts that day, or give it to a classmate who will be attending the class that day, so 

s/he can turn it in on time.  My e-mail address is: lindstrom@dixie.edu  

 With one exception I do not accept late work.  I’m hoping to get all of us in the habit of 

completing work on time—this is something that will be important in other courses you take as 

well as in your career. (More on the exception later.) 

 A tip when home printer is ill:  E-mail the paper as an attachment to your own e-mail address then 

print the paper at school.   

 No make-ups are permitted for mini-opportunities.   

 Please retain all graded work until the end of the course.  You may be asked to resubmit items.   

 

Working with Computers 

As you know computers and printers are not infallible, that is, they make mistakes—files are lost, the 

computer freezes, the printer jams, etc.  A woeful computer or printer is not an acceptable excuse for a late 

paper.  Follow these steps to avoid technology-induced stress: 

 

 1.  Save your file every few minutes 

 2.  Save your file to multiple places 

  A.  if it is your own computer save to the hard drive 

  B.  save on a flash drive 

  C.  e-mail your file as an attachment to yourself 

  D.  copy and paste the file in an e-mail and send it to yourself  

 3.  Complete and print your paper the day before it’s due 

 

A wise Best Buy salesman said:  “If you don’t have the document saved in three places the document is not 

important to you.”   

mailto:lindstrom@dixie.edu
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Attendance 

Woody Allen said:  “Ninety percent of life is just showing up.”  Class attendance is essential.  If you miss 

class, you may well miss a mini-opportunity (almost always unannounced) based upon class discussions 

and readings.  Further, if you are absent you will miss the opportunity to voice your ideas and you will go 

without the benefit of hearing the ideas of others. Please come.   

 

There are 44 regular class meetings this semester.  Excessive absences will result in a deduction from the 

final grade as follows: 

 

  5 absences -5% 

  7   -10% 

  9 or more -20% (will likely fail the course) 

 

Four tardies are equivalent to one absence.  A student who comes to class late by 30 minutes or more is 

considered absent that day.   

 

To help you keep up with the homework if you miss a class, befriend two fellow students and write down 

their contact information: 

 

 Name:       Name: 

 Phone:       Phone: 

 E-mail address:      E-mail address:   

 

If you miss a class period, contact one of these individuals to see what you missed and get a copy of the 

notes taken for that day.   

 

Finally, on the subject of attendance, read this poem a student once shared with me: 

 

“Did I Miss Anything?” 
by Tom Wayman 
 

               Question frequently asked by students after missing a class  

Nothing. When we realized you weren't here 
we sat with our hands folded on our desks 
in silence, for the full two hours  

        Everything. I gave an exam worth 
        40 per cent of the grade for this term 
        and assigned some reading due today 
        on which I'm about to hand out a quiz 
        worth 50 per cent  

Nothing. None of the content of this course 
has value or meaning 
Take as many days off as you like: 
any activities we undertake as a class 
I assure you will not matter either to you or me 
and are without purpose  
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        Everything. A few minutes after we began last time 
        a shaft of light descended and an angel 
        or other heavenly being appeared 
        and revealed to us what each woman or man must do 
        to attain divine wisdom in this life and 
        the hereafter 
        This is the last time the class will meet 
        before we disperse to bring this good news to all people 
                on earth  

Nothing. When you are not present 
how could something significant occur?  

        Everything. Contained in this classroom 
        is a microcosm of human existence 
        assembled for you to query and examine and ponder 
        This is not the only place such an opportunity has been 
                gathered  

        but it was one place  

        And you weren't here. 

Cell Phones, Ipods, etc. 

Please turn them off before you enter the classroom.  Any of these machines that go off during class will be 

eaten.  Any student found text messaging will meet a similar fate.   

 

Food and Drink 

Please consume all food and drink before coming to class.  Bottled water for health reasons is okay.  

 

Film Screenings 

Films will be screened on Thursdays. Hour and place to be announced.  Please see 

Screening in “Course Schedule.” Even if you have seen the movie before it is important that you 

watch it again.  If you cannot make the screening you are responsible to watch the film before we discuss it 

in class.  The films will be on reserve in the library. You might also find the films on Netflix; Rent-a-

Video, 85 North 100 East in St. George, (435) 673-2971, call them before you go; or your local public 

library.  Please always watch legal versions of the films.   

 

Course Schedule (subject to changes) 

Always bring the major textbook to class.  Projects are due on the day listed.  Readings are in bold.  

Chapters refer to chapters in Looking at Movies.  Read the entire chapter.  Paper Guide refers to the 

“Research Paper Guide” and Writing refers to the Writing about Movies book. Other readings are posted 

on canvas.  Please do the reading for the day listed.  Some assignments may be announced in class—

another good reason why it’s important to attend class. 

 

Date  Class      Readings & Projects Due 

 

Aug.  19 Introduction to Class and Each Other 

  Movie Montage 
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 21 Practice Mini-Opportunity on the Syllabus Syllabus 

  On Class Discussion 

In-class Essay 

 

 23 What Does “Narrative” Mean?   

Characteristics of Stories 

English 2010 Pre-Opportunity 

 

 26 Discuss Stories     Short Story Theory 

“Barn Burning” 

        “Two Kinds”  

 

 28 Discuss Stories     “The Chaser” 

  Interpretive Questions    “Roman Fever” 

 

   Screening Thursday, August 29, Avatar 

 

 30 Discuss Story     5 Interpretive Questions 

  Writing Process     “Conversion of the Jews” 

Writing pgs. 89-109  

 

Sept.  2 LABOR DAY, NO CLASS MEETING 

 

 4 Avatar      “Opening Pandora’s Film” 

  “Opening Pandora’s Film” 

 

6 Chapter 3     Chapter 3: Types of Movies 

 

9 Seeing Images     Chapter 1: Looking at Movies 

 Chapter 1     Writing pgs. 3-17 

 

11 Chapter 2     Chapter 2: Principles of Film Form 

        Writing pgs. 19-32 

 13* Chapter 4     Chapter 4: Elements of Narrative 

  Feature-length Screenplays—Plot  

  *Screenplay Project* 

   

 16 Models First-page Screenplay 

  Telling Action 

  Dialogue 

 

 18 Concrete Nouns 

  Vivid Verbs      

 

20 Screenplay Mechanics: Verb Tense, Slug Lines, etc. 

Introduction to Peer Workshops 

 23 Peer Workshop: Screenplay Project  Copies of Screenplay Draft 

 

 25 Screenplay Readings & Contest   Screenplay Final Draft 

 

  Screening Thursday, Sept. 26, Rear Window 
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 27* Chapter 5     Chapter 5: Mise-en-Scène 
  *Mise-en-Scène Project* 

  

 30 Model Mise-en-Scène Paper   Writing pgs. 123-132 

Hook 

Main Idea/Thesis  
Pre-Writing 

 

Oct. 2 Rear Window    “Torturing Women and Mocking Men: 

 “Torturing Women and Mocking Men”  Hitchcock’s Rear Window” 

 

 4 Topic Sentences, Paragraphs, and Transitions 
 

7 Peer Workshop: Mise-en-Scène Project  Copies of Mise-en-Scène Draft 
  Volunteers to Report on Mise-en-Scène 

 

 9 Volunteer Mise-en-Scène Project Reports Mise-en-Scène Final Draft 

Introduction to Cinematography  

 
 Mid-Term     

 

 11 SEMESTER BREAK, NO CLASS MEETING  

 

14 Chapter 6     Chapter 6: Cinematography 

 
Last Day to Drop Individual Class 

 

16* Chapter 7     Chapter 7: Acting  

 *Introduction to Shot by Shot Project* 

 

  Screening Thursday, Oct. 17, Dead Poets Society 

 

18 Chapter 8     Chapter 8: Editing 

 

21 Dead Poets Society    “The Amplification of Reason, or the  

 “The Amplification of Reason”   Recuperation of Imagination: Peter  

Weir’s Dead Poets Society” 

  

23 Dead Poets Society Sequence: Pre-Writing 

 Model Shot by Shot Paper  

 

25 Chapter 9     Chapter 9: Sound 

  

 28  Final Comments/Questions on Shot by Shot Project 

 

30 Peer Workshop: Shot by Shot Project  Copies of Shot by Shot Draft 
 Volunteers to Report on Shot by Shot 

          
Nov.  1 Volunteer Shot by Shot Project Reports  
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 4* * Introduction to Research Project*  Paper Guide pgs. 2, 29-30, 36-37 

  Plagiarism      Writing pgs. 33-85  

    

 6 Meet in HCC, Library, Room 234  First Viewings of Films 

  Research Session: Finding Credible and  Writing pgs. 111-121 

Relevant Sources 

 

 8 Review Thesis     Second Viewing of Selected Film 

 Evaluating Sources 

 

 11 Peer Workshop: Working Thesis  Copies of Working Thesis 

  Supporting Thesis    Writing pgs. 133-152 

 

13 Supporting Thesis cont’d.   Chapter 10: Film History 

Chapter 10      

   

 15 Film-making     Chapter 11: Filmmaking Tech., etc.  

 

18 Organization     Writing pgs. 153-165 

   Introduction/Body/Conclusion 

   Topic Sentences/Transitions Review 

 

 20 Supporting Details     Writing pgs. 167-177 

  RENNS   

 

Screening Thursday, Nov. 21, Shorts 

 

 22 Integrating and Documenting Sources I   

  paraphrasing 

 

 25  Shorts      Paper Guide pgs. 31-35 

  Integrating and Documenting Sources II 

   direct quotes 

 

 27 THANKSGIVING, NO CLASS MEETING 

 

 29 THANKSGIVING, NO CLASS MEETING 

 

Dec.  2 Documenting Sources III   Scan Paper Guide pgs. 7-26 

   Works Cited 

 

 4 Peer Workshop: Research Project  Copies of Research Draft 
 

  6 Final Comments/Questions on Research Project 
 

Tuesday, Dec. 10, Research Paper Final Draft due by 1pm, in my mail box, Holland Bldg., 4
th
 floor, 

room 465   
 


